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1. Project Overview
Program Name:

Disability Access Route to Education (DARE)

Activity Start Date and End Date:

January 2016 until December 2018

Name of Prime Implementing Partner:

Disability Research and Capacity Development (DRD)

Major Counterpart Organizations:

Hochiminh City Pedagogical University
Hochiminh City University of Social Sciences and
Humanities

Geographic Coverage:

Ho Chi Minh City

Reporting Period:

January 2016 to December 2016

2. Project Description
Disability Research and Capacity Development (DRD) is implementing the project “Disability
Access Route to Education” to empower students with disabilities in 2 universities in Ho Chi
Minh city to realize the organization vision that one day, all PWDs will have equal
opportunities to participate and contribute to the disability rights.
A long history of being neglected, discriminated and low-expected has deprived PWDs of
opportunities to develop to their fullest. Therefore, although new disability policies have passed
and called for their full participation, PWDs are still acting as passive recipients of charitable
programs created by good helpers who have little knowledge of PWDs’ desires and needs as
well as the disability social and rights-based models encouraged by the UN Convention on the
Rights of persons with disabilities.
The overall goal of this project is to empower students with disabilities at
universities/colleges to enhance their full participation and contribution to society as equal
citizens through the establishment of disability support service. This disability support service
center will provide necessary facilities, teaching aids, assistive devices in education that is
not available, which have been identified as constraints to youth with disabilities in
education. Furthermore, the centre will demonstrate the core values of individual growth and
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development by recognizing youth with disabilities as potential leaders, applying disability
right-based model, empowerment in social work practice, and asset-based approach.

3. Project implementation
Objetive 1: To help students with disabilities identify their reasonable accommodation
needs and enable them to be effective learners
3.1.1 Opening ceremony
It was held on 31st March 2016 and attracted 100 participants including the grant
representatives, lecturers, students with disabilities (the project’s core beneficiaries), the
representatives of Ho chi Minh City Department of Education and Training, the representatives
of Universities/Colleges, disability support centers, businessmen, and journalists. The opening
ceremony aimed to introduce the project’s goal, objectives, activities and upcoming orientation
to participants. On this occasion, DRD and its partners signed the cooperative agreement of
implementing the supportive activities for students with disabilities at the partner schools.

3.1.2 Need Assessment and personal plan making
From April to December 2016, the mentors of two partner schools assessed the needs of 45
students with disabilities and achieved the following results:
Of 45 students, the number of female students is higher than male students. Most of them are
the second year students. The number of the first, third and final year students shares the same
trend.
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Regarding the type of disability, it can be seen that students with visual impairment are
dominant in comparison with the rest groups. To be specific, the rates are 79% of students with
visual impairment, 14% of physical disability, 5% of multiple disabilities and 2% of hearing
impairment/speaking difficulty.
Regarding their needs, students with disabilities have various demands and expectations. They
expect to be given opportunities to join skills training, social activities, leisure and recreation.
They also expect to be provided supportive devices and learning devices. Among their needs
and expectations, skills training is mentioned the most, then, they need the assistance in relation
to internship and employment, mobility supportive means, learning devices and finally expect
to join social activities.
To do above activity, the project team had made a detailed plan to work with 16 selected
mentors. It can be seen that 80% of staff that participated in doing the need assessment are full
experienced lecturers/workers in social work, psychology, and special education. They also
have great experience in doing the previous similar assessment. This is the project’s advantage
that saves time and cost to do the activity. The project used the redundant budget to organize
an evaluation workshop after the need assessment was done.
3.1.3 Provision supports based on the individual development plan
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Based on individual plans of students with
disabilities and sugestions from mentors,
the project board made a decision to
deliver support packages to students with
disabilities in order to help them study
further. Specific supports were 32 monthly scholarships (each scholarship will be
VND500,000), 10 laptops, 9 recorders, 8 scholarships to study English, 4 training skills cousers
like Mobility Orientation (OM) for people with blind, Communication and Presentation skills,
Leadership and Teamwork skills, and CV writing and Interviewing skills. In addition, students
with disabilities received extra supports like books, soft skills training, speech therapy, and
physical therapy.
One of the student shared: “Like other people with blind, I have a difficulty moving around,
especially when I use public transportations and go to new places. After the OM training, I feel
more confident to travel and know how to use a white cane properly that I never used before
because I am ashamed of using the stick. Now I understand how important the white canes are
for people with blind.” Another student expressed her feeling after the communication and
presentation skills training: “ I am so happy to be acquainted with new friends who are very
enthusiasm and nice. I dare to speak in public, express my point of view, and play role.”
3.1.4 Develop initiatives to support students with disabilities
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In the first year, the project team received 12 initiatives from students, mentors, and lecturers
who would love to make the life of students with disabilities better. 4 of 12 initiatives from the
two universities were selected to implement during 9 months, starting from December 2016.
Two initiatives from the Hochiminh City Pedagogical University were to develop Braille maps
at the Hochiminh City Pedagogical University that helped students with disabilities to navigate
the school easily and to develop applied metnoring approach which provided services for
students with disabilities like transportation, mentors, and accessible materials. The project run
by lecturers of Special Education Unit and senior IT staff of Nhaccuatui.com company.
Through the Mentor Application, students can find resouces from professors, buddies,
volunters as well as training courses from community. Students also can send their feedback
or ask questions or register services directly at the Apps.

Objective 2: To build capacity of University staff and lecturers with better understanding
about disability issues and develop strategies to provide supports that are currently
insufficient for students with disabilities.
3.2.1 Disability Equality Training (DET)
The Vietnam Disability Law was passed in 2011 and the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) was ratified by the Vietnamese Congress in December
2014. This DET training workshop was organized with an aim of sensitizing disability issues
that have been faced by persons with disabilities, especially student with disabilities for leaders
and professors in both universities so that they have better understanding disability

barriers, how persons with disabilities were defined and what are reasonable accommodation
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should be made to encourage persons with disabilities to participate equally in the society. If
the leaders and professors have good knowledge of the disability and models of disability, they
can promote the implementation of the disability-related laws and policies towards students
with disabilities in the universities.
There were 50 participants from both universities attending the DET workshops on June 1617, 2016 at the University of Social Sciences and Humanities, and on July 18-19, 2016 at the
Pedagogical University. Most of them were lecturers, leaders of different Units, and staff.
The 2 day training covered all the expected items of a standard DET as given in the guidance
book including: Introduction; Definition of Disabled Person – Person / Separation and
inclusion of person with disabilities; 3 models of disability; Continuum of disability; Using
appropriate language; Disability legislation and policies of Vietnam; UNCRPD; Reasonable
accommodation; Evaluation.

After the training workshops, one of participants shared: “I have known these contents before
attending this course; however, this training provided more knowledge and models of disability
that I have a better understanding of disability.” Another participants mentioned, “I know how
to communicate or work with people with disabilities, as a social worker, I can contribute on
disability rights by giving recommendations, or building relationships, or providing services
for specific beneficiaries.”
Most of participants agreed to share and apply knowledge they have gained in the training;
especially professors will adjust examination time for students with disabilities, or give a
consultation for students about how to communicate or support buddies with disabilities.
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3.2.2 “One World For All” Event
On December 19, 2016, the event “One world for all” was organized in the Hochiminh
Pedagogical University attracted more than 200 audiences, including students, professors, and
university leaders. Objectives of the “One world for all” awareness-raising events are to ensure
a common understanding among all participants on the challenges that persons with disabilities
have faced and on the importance of participatory and interactive intervention process for the
social inclusion.

The event not only focused on barriers that persons with disabilities have faced within the
society, especially relating to accessibility. Participants discussed possible solutions to support
persons with disabilities
through

dialogues,

games and discussion
but

also

promote

capacity and value of
persons

with

disabilities.
Guest speakers who are
persons with disabilities
were invited to share
their own stories, which
aim at helping students at the universities have deeper understanding about practical needs of
persons with disabilities, especially those are studying at the universities, and rights of persons
with disabilities are the same as other persons without disabilities.
Being a guest speaker in the dialogue, representatives from university expressed that now their
awareness has changed more positively and would make reasonable accommodation and try to
build a disability-friendly environment to promote further inclusion for their students with
disabilities.
After the program, most students expressed that they have learnt a lot and hope that there would
be more policies materialized to support inclusion of persons with disabilities. It has helped the
students with a new perspective that have changed their awareness totally on disability.
Following are students’ feedback:
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- ““One world for all” event is very helpful; and I really respect and admire people with
disabilities who live positively and never give up no matter what their fates will be. There is a
need to build accessible infrastructures for people with disabilities to help them live
independently. There is a need to have more events like that for people without disabilities to
have a better understanding and sympathy for people with disabilities.”
- “I myself feel meaningful to participate this event because it helps me to understand more
about people with disabilities and their challenges, as well as know how to support them
properly.”
- “This is the first time I know accessible buildings for people with disabilities. These
buildings are really needed and meaningful for people with disabilities in order to help them
to integrate into society.”
- “Stories have inspired me. I feel that I have more energy to overcome my difficulties.”
3.2.3 Exchange visit in The British Council
During the process of need
assessment

for

students

with disabilities, there are
80%

of

blind

students

facing difficulty in studying
and taking exam of English.
Therefore, a group of 8
mentors

and

English

professors were invited to
learn experiences from the British Council where they have experiences of teaching and
organizing English test for candidates with disabilities. After the exchange visit, participant
had a better understanding of reasonable accommodation for students with disabilities. In
addition. this visit would be helpful for lecturers who want to apply initiatives to support
students with disabilities next round.
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Objective 3: To help replicate the model of disability support service to other
universities in the area
To set up model of disability support service in the university, the project board will organize
an exchange visit to RMIT where they run the Equity and Disability Resource Centre
sucessfully. And One of
expert from RMIT will be
invited to be an advisor to
develop the model of
disability support service
under Department of Students
Affairs Hochiminh City
Pedagogical University (see
the annex).

4. Workplan and activities in 2017
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Year 2017
Q.I
Objectives/Activities

Jan

Feb

Q.II
Mar

Apr

May

Q.III
Jun

Jul

Aug

Q.IV
Sep

Oct

Objetive 1: To help students with disabilities identify their reasonable accommodation needs and enable them to be effective learners

1.1 Oganize a meeting for mentors
1.2 Do needs assessment of students with disabilities to identify
their needs
1.3 Provide needs-based support to students with disabilities

1.4 Organize quarterly meeting between students and mentors

1.5 Provide soft skill trainings for students with disabilities
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Nov

Dec

1.6. Develop initiatives for project-based activities that will be
proposed and implemented by students.
1.7 Organize sharing experiences for students with disabilities

1.8 Provide employment consultation and internship

1.9 Visit companies where they recruit labor with disabilities
Objective 2: To build capacity of University staff and lecturers with better understanding about disability issues and develop strategies to provide
supports that are currently insufficient for students with disabilities.
2.1. Visit the model of Equity and Disability Resource Center at
RMIT
2.2. Document good practices and successful stories
2.3 Quarterly meeting with board managements of both
universities
2.4 Organize One World for All at Pedagogical University
2.5 Organize One World for All at University of Social Science
and Humanities
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2.6 Organize study tour to Ireland
Objective 3: To help replicate the model of disability support service to other universities in the area.

3.1 Set up the Counseling Department for students with
disabilities at Pedagogical University
3.1. Document good practices and disseminate with stakeholders

3.2 Organize sharing workshops

3.3 M&E

3.4 Final report
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ANNEX 1:
Plan of setting up Students with disabilities supporting service
at Department of Students Affairs Hochiminh City Pedagogical University

A. Initiative description
1. Period of implementation: 2017 January ~ December
2. Venue: Hochiminh City of Pedagogical University – Department of Students Affairs
3. Beneficiaries:
-

Directly: Students with Disabilities of Hochiminh City Pedagogical University.

-

Indirectly:


Staff and lecturers of associated faculties/ departments (to be provided with
knowledges of supporting PWDs know-how and education for PWDs-relating
services).



Students with Disabilities and Non-disabilities inside and outside Hochiminh City of
Pedagogical University (opportunities of attending related training courses)



Elementary schools, Secondary schools, High schools, Universities which have a
need to develop and build environments for PWDs students.



Organisations which are having PWDs supporting activities, especially education
reltated services.

4. Partners which can take part in the projects:
Special Education Department, Psychology Department, RMIT, HCM University of Social
Sciences and Humanities, Sao Mai Center, Thien An House, Audible Library.
5. Foundation of initiative:
Findings from the 2009 Vietnam Housing and Population Census show that there are about
6.1 million persons of the population aged 5 years or older living with disability, accounting
for 7.8% of the total population. Figures by the Ministry of Education and Training in 2009
showed the low education level of Vietnamese with disabilities: 41.01% of people with
disabilities (PWDs) over 6 years of age are illiterate, and only 19.5% PWDs have finished
secondary school. 93.4% of PWDs over 16 years old do not have professional qualifications,
only 6.5% of have vocational training certificates, 2.75% have finished technical senior
secondary schools or higher. Regarding the completion of PWDs in colleges or universities,
the number is less than 0.1%.
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The above indicated figures and actual situation in Vietnam can show that it’s a long journey
with much individual efforts as well as society support so that PWDs can reach the
university level of education.
With the expect of supporting the PWDs, especially students with disabilities to approach
full information and aid services, DRD has cooperated with HCMC Pedagogical University
and HCMC Social Sciences and Humanities to implement the project called “Disability
Access Route to Education” in 2016-2017.
According to the data acquired by DRD in 2016, HCMC Pedagogical University is one of
the universities in HCMC which has a highest number of students with disabilities, 45
students, including 26 students with visually-impaired. Those students are receiving some
kinds of support, such as scholarship, laptop/ computer from sponsors, however it’s
seasonally and not regular-based.
While according to students with disabilities’ needs assessment report implemented by
DARE project in 2016, besides scholarship/laptop/computer, students with disabilities have
many of other needs such as:
o Soft skills training: communication/ presentation, teamwork, leardership, job search
skills…
o Vocational internship/ Employment assisting needs.
o Mobility/ Transportation means aids, studying tools supporting needs.
o Needs of attending social activities, recreational/ entertainment activities
o Study materials support needs: Braille textbook, video, caption...
o Reasonable classroom arranging needs.
Students of disabilities have various needs that cannot be resolved in short periods, it
requires a total supporting plan run on regular-based so that they can approach studying
effectively. Therefore, one of the long-term solutions is that promoting the university to
establish a Support Center for Students with disabilities providing full range of services.
With the above actual situation, as well as the suggestion of staff and students with
disabilities in the preliminary meeting of DARE project 2016, DRD, together with the
Coordinator Team of HCMC Pedagogical University, have made a plan to execute a model
of support students with disabilities at the university.
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Objiectives:
Objective 1: To set up a supporting service for students with disabilities which belongs to
Department of Students Affairs at HCMC Pedagogical University.
Objective 2: To provide students with disabilities with information and assisting services
for studying inside and outside university.
6. Expected results
-

University staff and lecturers have better understanding about disability difficulties as
well as methods of supporting suitably to every kinds of disabilities (study materials,
mobility, facilities…)

-

Data about students with disabilities to be built.

-

Data about PWDs supporting services at HCM Pedagogical University to be built.

-

100% of the students with disabilities at HCM Pedagogical University can approach the
campus-inside supporting services.

-

70% of the students with disabilities to be supported with services on demand.

-

Students with disabilities supporting service model at HCM Pedagogical University to
be shared and replicated to other universities in the area

-

Document good practices and disseminate with stakeholders and media.

7. Project’s activities
7.1. Collecting information and assessing the needs of students with the disabilities.
7.2. Consulting and providing information based on individual needs.
-

Provide the below information:
+ Scholarships (from Audible library, DRD, Association for Promoting Education,
Schools...)
+ Mobility aid services (Uber, Grab, 3-wheels motorbike DRD)
+ Tuition fee deduction/exemption policy/ Military Study Exemption policy
+ Accomodation/ Student dorms
+ Providing with aid services/assistive tools: crutches, braces, wheelchairs, computer,
scanner, magnifying glass...

7.3. Reasonable Adjustment at university
-

Environment

-

Documents/ Examminations

-

Equiped with needed machines and aid facilities

7.4. Connecting and transferring to related resources.
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-

Mentors

-

Faculties/ Department…

-

Outside-university PWDs supporting centers.

7.5. Follow up and assessment
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8. Activity planning
Activities Description

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

T10

I

Objective 1: To set up a supporting service for students with disabilities which belongs to Department of Students Affairs

1

Activity 1.1: Collecting information and assessing needs of
students with disabilities

1.1

Consulting professional experts about setting up a students with
disabilities supporting services, including associated departments
committed to take part in.

1.2

Introducing the supporting service to related departments at the
University.

1.3

DET workshop

1.4

Regular meeting to build action plan

1.5

Developing related templates/ forms.

2

Activity 1.2: Consult and provide supporting information based
on students with disabilities individual needs.

2.1

Initial consulting about services

2.2

Commitment to excute of related stakeholders

T11

T12
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2.3

Assessment needs of Students with Disabilities

2.4

Individual Plan Development

3

Activity 1.3. Consulting about reasonable adjustment at
University to Management Board, staff and lecturers at
University (Environment/ Study Materials/Alternative Exam
Format, Assistive facilities and technology)

3.1

Share documents of standard requirements for setting up.

3.2

Provide with approaching infrastructure at university

3.3

Work with associated Falcuties/ Departments about Studying and
Examination towards Students with Disabilities.

3.4

Invite experts to give using guidelines training of machines/
technology and equipments to staff and lecturers.

Objective 2: To provide students with disabilities with information and services supporting studying inside and outside university.
4

4.1

4.2

Consult and provide with supporting information based on
individual needs.
Initial consulting about services (schorlaship, mobility aids, tuition fee
deduction/exemption policy/ military service studying exemption/
accommodation/ student hostels…)
Providing with aid services/assistive tools: crutches, braces,
wheelchairs, computer, scanner, magnifying glass
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4.3

Consulting about reasonable adjustment at University to students
with disabilities (Environment/ Study Materials/Alternative Exam
Format, Assistive facilities and technology)
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ANNEX 2: Estimated budget of setting up Students with disabilities supporting service

STT Main activities

Description
Computer

Unit
Pcs

Quantity
1

Computer Assisted Software

Unit price

Amount

414

414

207

207

1 Aid tools for service desk

2 Regular Meeting

3

Consulting and
supporting experts

Scanner

Pcs

1

414

414

Magnifying glass

Pcs

2

41

83

Water, stationery,
transportation support,
teabreak

Time

4
83

331

Consulting about developing
the model (Needs
assessment, Individual
Development Plan,
Collecting and processing
Package
information/ related form;
ways to connect and commit
to other related departments;
connecting and building
resources…)

1

-

2,897

DET workshop training

2

1,242

2,483

Workshop
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4 Office related expense

5 Networking

6 Data building

TOTAL

Telephone

Month

12

21

248

Stationery

Month

12

41

497

Electric Power, Water

Month

12

21

248

Visitors, Networking

Month

12

41

497

Information Collecting

Package

1

414

414

Data building on Access
software

Package

1

828

828
9,560
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